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ABSTRACT
The commissioning phase of the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) is started during the first half of 97.

Large parts of the drive, the optical and the control system have been mounted at the telescope in site
(LaPalma, Canary Islands). The telescope is expected to be ready for the technical first-light during
February-March 98 while the instrumentation first-light is expected for mid 98. On this review of the
commissioning operations we will describe the problems encountered and the results achieved integrating
the main telescope subsystems.
Keywords: Telescopes, Commissioning, System Integration

1. INTRODUCTION
In may 97 a consistent part of the services and structures committed to the industry have been released to the
commissioning group. The telescope itself was, with the exception of the Nasmyth derotators and all the

optics groups, basically ready in its mechanical parts to accept the integration of all service and control
equipment. Also the verification of the cabling (interlocks, data-nets, power and controls) already mounted
is started in the same period.

In practice, strictly speaking about the telescope, the work made until now has been subdivided in the
following parts:

.
.
.
.

Telescope cabling (nets, controls, interlocks etc.)
Servo system

Optics mounting and alignments
Informatics

The group in charge for the commissioning phase of TNG has been defined following the split of activities
and responsibilities shown here below, and was completed by a commissioning responsible. It has to be
noted that this structure was, in part, imposed by the previous subdivision of activities made at the time of
manufacturing in Italy:
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. Optical and Mechanical Alignments

.
.
S
S

.
.
.

Active Optics
Telescope Driving

Real Time Systems
Nasmyth Derotators
CCD Cameras
High Level Control Systems
Informatics & Networking

2. THE SCHEDULE
The schedule of work shown in Tab.2. 1 reports the progress state of the activities shown in the introduction.
The main milestones are:

.
.
.

The telescope technical first-light expected at the end of March 98
The first-light of derotators (tracking and Shack-Hartmanri cameras) expected in Jun-Jul 98
The scientific instrumentation first-light (with the visual imaging camera) expected in Sept 98

After the delivery of the telescope to the commissioning group and during the first three months of activity

the group has dedicated a considerable part of time installing the structures and services (mechanical
workshop, electronic lab, computers and network installations, basic safety) needed for the assembling of the

optics train and, more generally, for the overall commissioning of TNG. The real work on the telescope
structure, in parallel with other major operations like drive system, services controls and interfacing to the
computer system is started during the month of July. Some negative impact in the schedule up to Feb 98 has
been experienced with several acceptance and guarantee intervents, in particular:

.
.
.

Building cover, problems with rain and ice
Hydrostatic-bearing system, problems with the smoothness of the sliding planes
Cooling system, setting and failures

But speaking from a pure planning point of view, the main problem for the commissioning group in trying

to fit a predefined schedule of work has been represented by the lack of a true pre-assembling and
verification phase on several parts of the telescope, in particular:

.
.
.
.
.

Secondary and tertiary supports not pre-mounted at the telescope
Secondary and tertiary mirrors not pre-mounted inside the mirror-frames

Minor mounting tools not verified
Interlocks not mounted and tested
Telescope cabling and telescope auxiliary services not tested on the field with the definitive

control hardware and/or software

So in the schedule here shown there is also a consistent portion of construction and integration operations
not part of a true commissioning activity.
The last item of the above list is of particular relevance in that it means that a consistent portion of the
applicative software has been developed directly in site; this means the introduction of several arrangements
ad-hoc not foreseen in the original plan. The later problem has, in some way, partially compensated by a

better compenetration, in site, by the groups responsible of the implementations and commissioning
respectively.
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1997

1998

Items in Site
Mirrors at Telescope Floor
Active Optics
Preset Ahgnments Tools
Alignments
First Light
Derotator A
Derotator B
Velocity Loop
Position Loop
Astrometnc Loop

Active Optics SW
Building
Hydrostatics
PLCs

CCD Acquisition
Pointing&Tracking Astromet
Derotators

Tab. 2. 1 TNG general schedule during 97-98

Telescopefirst-light, as shown in Tab. 2.1 will be divided into four basic steps, each one necessary to verify
the correct operation and performance of the system (in particular active optics and tracking) at different
stages of complexity :
1.
First light Phase- 1 will make use of a camera looking at the irmer&outer focal planes
2. First light Phase-2 will make use of a Shack-Hartmann test camera (Antares)
3 . First light Phase-3 will make use of Derotator-A Shack-Hartmann and Tracking cameras
4. First light Phase-4 will make use of the Visual Imager Camera

3. TIlE OPTICS SYSTEM
The mount of the three optics groups (Ml, M2 and M3 mirrors plus supports) defining the Nasmyth optical
design ofthe system has been made in the following basic steps:

.
.
.
.
.
.

The insertion ofmirrors inside minor frames (M2 and M3)
The assembling of mirror groups inside templates (M2 and M3)
The mechanical alignment of the telescope axis

The insertion ofmirrors inside the telescope (M2, Ml and M3 in sequence)
The definition of the telescope Optical Axis (OPT)
The optical alignment of mirrors inside supports with the OPT axis

Basically we followed the alignment steps as reported in the ESO procedure Ref. [4], although major
changes have been done on the mirror-blank mounting procedures and in the cross-alignment between the
AZ and EL axes.
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It is to be noticed that the Ml minor, not present in the above list. was already checked inside the cell
several years ago in Zeiss (See Ref [1]. [2}).
The table 3.1 shows the numerical results taken after the mechanical and optical alignment phase described
above while Fig. 3.3 shows the same numbers reported in a sketch of the telescope main axes.
The true optical alignment phase has started after the mounting of the M2 blank at the telescope and with the
placement of the cross engraved at the center of the mirror (see Fig. 3.1) exactly in the optical (OPT) axis
defined during the previous mechanical alignment phase.
The correct alignment of M2 has been made with a telescope-autocollimator previously placed in the pillar
(see Fig. 3.2). This operation has been done moving M2, both in tilt and decentering, with the active optics
control system and then concluded with the readout of the corresponding parameters of the exapod system
(see Ref [3]).
It is to be noted that a decentenng value of 300 im (the precision of the measure limited by the internal air

Fig 3.1: The cross engraved on the M2 surface as
seen from the autocollimator.

Fig 3.2: The telescope-autocollimator with CCD
camera placed below the rotating-joint in the TNG
center pillar.

turbulence) at this stage gives a coma error of 0.3 arcsec into the sky; it is probable that the first light
observation will be affected, at less, by this error and by the goodness of the choice of OPT axis.
This choice has been made after the identification of the mechanical EL axes (one per Nasmyth arm), the AZ
axis and the pentaprism based cross-check of non-hortogonality and non-coplanarity errors between them.
During this phase also the correct centering ofthe Ml cell has been verified looking at a target inserted in
the cell from the same telescope mounted in the pillar.
After this operation two telescope-autocollimators have been placed one per Nasmyth arm and again aligned
on the EL axis; the optical alignment of M3 has then been completed using the above telescopes and looking
in telescopic and autocollimation mode to the cross engraved in M2. This operation is iterative, in the sense
that one has to adjust the M3 fixed stand-offs (in tilt and in piston mode) by observing alternatively from
both NAS autocollimators.
The precision in the final results obtained, visible in Tab. 3.1, is affected substantially by the environmental

seeing (± 10 arcsec) and so it is not possible to obtain a better value in positioning. Better results will be
obtained operating in the complete active optics closed loop with a star as a reference
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A more complete description of the operations made during the alignment of the TNG optics is available in
Ref. [5].
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Fig. 3 .3 : The main mechanical axes of the telescope found during the alignment at TNG.
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4. TilE TRACKING SYSTEM

The axes control system (detailed descriptions of the system can be found in [6], [7]) has been completely
installed and tested on the telescope in site. First test results of the AZ axis tracking quality is shown in Fig.
4. 1 . The error amplitude shown in the picture is relative to the use of an encoder (see Fig. 4.2) single readout
head and without the use of any compensation software. The controller parameter values are still under

check. In a forthcoming test phase the four reading heads will be used together with the appropriate
compensation software, reaching a smaller encoder step (0.0024 arcsec instead of 0.009 arcsec) and a more
stable readout. Since the encoder system can properly work only if the mounting tolerances are completely
respected, many efforts have been devoted to the installation procedure. For this reason the encoder disks
have been accurately mounted on the system with planarity and eccentricity enors lower than 0.015 mm

peak to peak. A detailed description of the encoder system can be found in [8]. The drive system uses
special brushless motors developed for the TNG drive system and a finite element analysis (FEA) method
was used to optimize the magnetic pole design, thus reducing the cogging and torque ripple noises to the
lowest possible values. Two test benches were used to test the motors, preloaded in couple or singularly,
before the installation on the telescope. On the telescope the motor performance has been tested again
giving identical results.

The tachometers ripple was tested and resulted to be less than 0.1% (required average peak to peak). The
acquisition system dedicated to the tachometers makes use of a state of the art 16 bit A/D converter (ADC).
The ADC continuously recalibrates itself under the supervision of a dedicated embedded controller which
takes care also of the data acquisition. It determines the appropriate number of samples to be taken by the
ADC being the rejection of tachometer noise originated by the ambient based on a oversampling technique.
This method resulted to be indispensable to reject the noise arising on the telescope after its installation in
site.
The control system organization shown in fig. 4.3 is well described in [6] and [7]. An ever-running drivesystem tool has been provided to allow the operators to use the telescope during the commissioning phase.
The tool consists in a software user interface coupled with a dedicated interface unit that allows to safely
move the telescope.

Particular attention has been paid to the safety of the system and of the operators, a fundamental aim to
achieve, especially when many concurrent activities are made as during the commissioning phase.
Compatibly with the concurrent mounting and alignment works, tests ofperformance have been executed. A
first set of test was already executed in Ansaldo workshop in Milan. The environment is obviously changed
with respect to the Ansaldo test time; the telescope is now installed on the pillar and housed in the dome.
Consequently the results obtained during that period have been used as a starting point for a necessary
definitive refinement of the position control. Fig. 4. 1 reports an example of azimuth position error data,
where the position error is simply the difference between the desired commanded position and the real
encoder read one. An adaptive torque preload control and an adaptive PT controller have been used during
the test in site, obtaining good results in terms of stability and quality of tracking already in the first set of
test results. This tools is proposed in a different section of this meeting. The telescope local control unit is
equipped with four 68040 CPU boards, hosted on a VME bus system with a GPS receiver board, and
communicating through shareable memory areas via VSB bus (fig. 4.3). The tasks have been divided
between the CPUs in a way to minimize the interference across the two system bus (VME and VSB), being
with tight time response requirements of the axes control algorithm.
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Fig. 4.1 Azimuth position error at 5 arcsec/sec

Fig. 4.2 Azimuth encoder installed in the azimuth box. The encoder is shown without the safety cover.
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:

5. TilE INFORMATICS SYSTEM
The informatic hardware configuration is based on a number of VME crates (six up to now), dedicated to
directly control the the telescope subsystems and instrumentation, HP WorkStations for the remote user
interface, transputer links for the active optics and CCD camera development and, occasionally, to Personal
Computers for specific tasks needing graphical capabilities.
The subsystems to be controlled are:

.
.
S
.
.
S

Active optics;
Telescope movements;
Nasmyth A rotator;
Nasmyth B rotator;
Dome and telescope services;
Hydrostatic Bearing System.

The network configuration is based on two main transport media: FFDI and Ethernet. The local area network
is logically subdivided into three subnets, one for telescope and instrumentation control, one for data
archiving and one for public access. The three subnets are connected through the TNG router, equipped with
two FDDI ports and two Ethernet ports.
The software configuration is based on the following operating systems: PDOS v.4.2 for the VMEs, HP-UX
v.9.7 for the WorkStations and Windows95 for the PCs. Used languages are C for code developed on the
VMEs and WorkStations, Occam for the transputers and Visual C++ for the applications developed on PCs.

.

.
.

GATE. GATE represents the standard software package, installed on every VME, dedicated to
telescope subsystem and instrumentation control. It provides the basic functionalities of each subsystems
as: local user interface, local command execution, task creation, alarm notification, communication
handling with the connected WSS and monitoring ofthe overall ambient. GATE works also as an
interface to other heterogeneous systems like PCs, PLCs and transputyer networks.
wsS. WSS is the high level software , installed on every WorkStation in the telescope network. Its
basic functionalities consist in handling a remote user interface communicating with the connested
VMEs. Commands can be sent, telemetry is received and checked. It represents also the link between
controls and data archiving.
IDL. IDL is used for its algorithmic capabilities in supporting heavy and complex computations and for
its graphical capabilities in developing fully comprehensive graphical interfaces.

A more detailed description of the informatics environment is provided in Ref [9].
The link between a particular GATE and a particular WSS is not static in the sense that the same GATE
system may be linked (or assigned) to a different WSS system before the WSS/GATE system startup. The
only condition is obviously that GATE must be reachable via IP from the partner WSS. During different
WSS sessions then the same VME can be connected to different workstations. Furthermore if a workstation
crashes during a WSS session the VMEs connected to it will be inherited by another workstation.
A pool of system tasks of GATE and a pool of main processes of WSS guarantee the correct integration

between the two systems. They interact by means of a set of IP channels, specifically: the handshake
channel, used at the system startup, it is closed at the handshake procedure completion; the command
channel, the telemetry channel, the data channel and the alarm channel
There are four WSS systems and five GATE systems currently installed at Galileo Telescope. The WSSGATE integration has been successfully carried out for the following systems:

• VHBS. This is the GATE controlling the hydrostatic telescope subsystem
• VTRK This GATE controls the Pointing/Tracking telescope subsystem
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6. CONCLUSION
In the second paragraph we presented the progression of activities started with the commissioning phase. We
have to highlight two organization aspects with specific impact on the schedule:

.
.

The lack ofpre-integration and verification phases in several subsystems of the telescope during the

telescope pre-assembly in Italy
The roughly defined moment ofleave ofprivate companies from the telescope structures

The first aspect is, at least in the TNG case, concerned with costs of maintenance of structures and personnel
in a provisional place (Ansaldo, Milan in the TNG case) but it is important not to underestimate the impact
in terms of time, organization and, once again, costs induced by the translation of pre-integration and
verification phases in the mountain.
At the time of the submission of this document all the mirror train is mounted and aligned following the
procedures and with the results shown in paragraph 3 . Some preliminary visual inspections made at the
NAS-B focal plane, looking at the sky, have been done confirming that the system is now ready for the start
of the first phase of the optical quality assessment.
We thanks all the personnel not mentioned in this paper but well present and active during operations, the
Director ofthe TNG Project Office in Padova Prof. C. Barbieri and the Director ofthe Operations Group in
La Palma Prof. S. DiSerego.
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